What this report covers?

“

The first generation of Digital revolution brought
us “Internet of Information”.
The second generation powered by Blockchain
technologies is bringing us the “Internet of Value”,

What is Blockchain?

How it is being adopted in Industry?

a new platform to reshape the world of business

Key Use cases – BFSI Domain

and transform.
Don Tapscott
Co-founder and Executive Director
at Blockchain Research Institute

How do we see this playing out in
next 2 years?
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Blockchain – Overview
Blockchain is a shared, trusted public ledger that anyone can inspect and controlled by consensus driven user network.

Cryptographically Authentic

Uses tried and true public/ private signature technology. Blockchain
applies this technology to create transactions that are impervious to fraud
and establishes a shared truth.

Trust

Security and transparency in the ledger will enable trust

Distributed

There are many replicas of the Blockchain database. In fact, the more
replicas there are, the more authentic it becomes.

Immutable Ledger

The database is a read/write-once database so it is an immutable record
of every transaction that occurs.
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Blockchain – Transactions (Using Bitcoin)
Alice send bitcoins to bob

The transaction is configured
into a block

1

A typical

2

transaction

3

flow
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Bob receives bitcoins from Alice

The block is then added to the bitcoin blockchain which is a public
ledger recording the entire immutable transaction history
Block T-2

Version info

The transaction is broadcast
across the entire network
which validates it (using
consensus algorithms)

Block T-1

Block T

Timestamp
Previous Block Hash
Nonce
Merkie Roat (Hash)
Transaction

Transaction
Block

Transaction xyz

Transaction abc

02ac6580

225r00bo

Hash

Hash

225f00b0

b76dd051

Transaction fgh

b76dd051
Hash
29b7cd0d
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Consensus Mechanism
Other prominent ones are: Proof of Elapsed Time (PoET), Node to Node (Validity Consensus) with Notary model

Proof of Work
Aka ‘Mining blocks’, the most popular consensus method adopted. A reward is given to the first miner who solves
each block calculation.
Ex: It is adopted by bitcoin network.

Proof of Stake
The ‘miner’ of a new block in the blockchain is chosen in a deterministic way depending on wealth (stake). The
miners do not receive a block reward but collect network fees as the reward. This is very energy efficient, as the
miners are not competing.
Ex: Ethereum (moving to POS)

Byzantine Fault Tolerance
Hyperledger uses this way of consensus mechanism.
Each node in the network publishes a public key. When a messages come through a node it is signed by the
node to verify the message as being the correct format. Once enough identical responses to the message are
reached, consensus that the message is a valid transaction is met.
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Blockchain – Different Flavors

How Many copies of
the Ledger

One

Traditional Database
Traditional Ledger

Ex: Bank Accounts

Many

Who can access
this?
Anyone

Owner Group

Trusted Ledger Owners or Notary Nodes

Who Maintains the
integrity of the ledger

Scalability - High
Private, Permissioned
Scalability - Medium
Public , Permissioned
Scalability - Low
Public , Permissionless

Any user implementing “Consensus”

Blockchain Types
Ex: Bankchain – Clearing
and settlement network

Ex: Ripple, Global financial
transactions system

Ex: bitcoin,
Crypto-currency
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Blockchain – Technology Landscape
Money Services

P2P Marketplaces
and Lending

Capital Markets & Financial Services

BFSI Consortia

Blockchain-as-a-service

Vulcan
Enterprise Platforms

Amazon Quantum
Ledger DB (QLDB)

Source: SLK Research
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Fintechs in Blockchain
Founded by Intercontinental Exchange in 2018, Bakkt

BitPay is the largest processing company for Bitcoin

Circle is developing a P2P payment technology. The

consists of various digital asset management tools:

payments, offering various services for users and

company's major product, Circle Pay platform allows

crypto-exchange, digital wallet, payment system,

entrepreneurs like wallet, a business-grade payment

users to store, send and receive traditional currency.

Bitcoin futures & options etc. Fully regulated by US laws,

systems, and even a Visa bank card, issued together

has a partnership with Starbucks for Bakkt digital wallet

with the VISA company.

With an infrastructure layer on top of the Ethereum

Finstore is an investment platform launched by the

Provides real-time international payments using

blockchain connext helps instant P2P transactions like

Belarusian bank BelVEB. The platform gives companies

Blockchain and the Stellar protocol. Settlements are

instant transfers from wallet to wallet, supporting

the opportunity to tokenize corporate bonds. Finstore

supported using Stellar Lumens and stablecoin in US

micropayments, marketplaces and create games on

customers can invest in companies' tokens listed on the

dollars with collaboration with Stronghold, the

the Ethereum network.

platform.

infrastructure for virtual payment networks.

Network based on blockchain technology and
developed by J.P. Morgan was created to solve the
problems of interbank information exchange, minimize
interference in the process of cross-border payments
and accelerate the receipt of payments by
beneficiaries. About 400 banks worldwide have joined
INN. A complete list is available here

Crypto-currency platform for payment systems, allows
to instantly transfer almost any currency to any place in
the world. Uses platform's internal currency — XRP. The
platform is based on the Proof of Correctness algorithm
and uses RPCA (Ripple Protocol consensus algorithm) in
a P2P network of independent nodes..

Mobile app for investing in stocks, stock funds, options &
crypto-currencies with no fee. The Robinhood Crypto
platform allows users to buy & sell such digital currencies
such as Bitcoin, Litecoin, Ethereum, Ethereum Classic,
Bitcoin Cash & Dogecoin.

Stellar is an NPO created based on technological

Veem is a P2P payment platform for small businesses

Developed by IBM alongside with 12 major European

principles of the Ripple project as an improved Ripple

to simplify cross-border transfers and payments to

banks to create a transparent, safe and simplified

platform clone. Stellar operates on its own Blockchain

suppliers & contractors. Transfers are executed in three

trading environment for enterprises and banks.

network where users can make instant cross-border

ways: treasury, SWIFT and Blockchain.

money transfers in any currency.
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BFSI Adoptions

Everledger – Making the commercial case
for Blockchain diamond tracking

AIG, IBM and Standard Chartered Bank pilot “first
multinational insurance policy powered by
blockchain”

Allianz trials Blockchain prototype for
the captive insurance market
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Use cases – Banking and Financial Services
Regulatory & Compliance
KYC as a Shared Service
Identity Management
Fraud Prevention

Insurance

Insurance Contracts & settlements
Claims Processing
Reinsurance
Micro Insurance
On Demand Insurance
Parametric Insurance

Commercial Banking
Commercial Lending
Supply Chain Financing
Mortgage Lending
Syndicated Loans
Escrow Services

Cards & Payments
Cross-border Payments,
Interbank payments,
Multi-currency transactions
Clearing and Settlements
Micro Payments
Loyalty Points

Capital Markets
Smart bonds

Equity issuance
OTC derivatives
Repurchase agreements
SWAPS
Cash Equities trading
Post Trade services

Utilities

Privacy preserving Data sharing
Bill Payment
Document Management
Asset Digitization
Contract Management

Gift Cards
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Blockchain – Evolution
1.0

2.0

Blockchain

Digital Currencies

Blockchain

Digital Contracts

3.0
Blockchain

Digital Applications

Ethereum, Ripple, chain,
Hyperledger & many others

Bitcoin 2009

Digital payments

Private Blockchains

Financial Services

Remittances

Contracts

Health care

Cross Border Payments

Stocks, Bonds

IoT

Mortgages, Loans

Patents

Evolution of the Blockchain Ecosystem
System Integration

Solution Orchestration

Integrating Blockchain with existing
platforms
Realize benefits of Blockchain without
extensive changes to architecture and
applications

Solution built using Blockchain as the
underlying technology
Use case-specific solutions that
augment existing platforms

Network Resource Planner (NRP)
Blockchain completely replaces part
of enterprise platforms
Industry-wide networks that are used
by varied stakeholders

Blockchain providers are evolving to deliver better digital experience in a productized manner. Building a strong network-based operating model will drive business outcomes. As a
consequence, commercial models are also evolving to become more flexible.
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The Future of Blockchain
A focus on re-platforming existing business processes and data
management leads us to hypothesize that:
Through 2022, only 10% of enterprises will achieve any radical
transformation with the use of blockchain technologies.
But, simultaneously, innovative new companies will start exploiting
blockchain technologies to achieve business success. This means
that:
By 2022, at least one innovative business built on Blockchain
technology will be worth $10 billion.
In the long run, as the technologies matures and more robust
business models emerge to exploit this technology, business value
will accrue across all industries and government agencies.
Consequently:
By 2026, the business value added by blockchain will grow to
slightly over $360 billion, then surge to more than $3.1 trillion by
2030.
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Blockchain Adoption Framework
High
Cycle time reduction potential

Ideal

Opportunistic
Typical Characteristics: Multiple ecosystem players

Effort elimination potential

Potential business Impact

and high transaction friction, but high resistance to

Additional Benefits

change
Recommended Action: Evaluate high potential areas
for blockchain implementation in the medium term by
continuously monitoring the external ecosystem

Typical characteristics: Multiple ecosystem
players and high transaction friction; relatively
easier to standardize and implement; does
not require a complete ecosystem and
processes redesign
Recommended Action: Run a PoC as a first
step to full-scale implementation

Selective

Avoidable
Typical characteristics: Low business impact and

Typical characteristics: Lower transaction

high resistance to change

friction and inefficiencies; easy to standardize

Recommended Action: None/status quo

and implement; does not require a complete
ecosystem and processes redesign
Recommended Actions: Wait for the
technology to become more mature (and
hence, cost less to implement)

Low

Ease of adoption

High

Solution Orchestration
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What’s slowing it down?
Biggest barriers in Blockchain adoption

Communities support for maturity of network
and its adoption

Industry adoption is not maturing beyond
crypto-currency

Regulatory acceptance of blockchain and
standardization
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How SLK can help
Exploratory workshops to identify use cases and business value
Technology & platform assessment and recommendation

Consulting
Services

Develop strategic transition plans to blockchain and distributed ledger technology apps
Provide expertise to assist with navigating the emerging regulatory landscape for blockchain

R&D Labs to facilitate to co-ideate, co-experiment and co-innovate
Industry specific proof of concepts and whitepapers

Innovation
& COE

Technology frameworks and accelerators
Partnership and capability building based on enterprises need

Design, development & validation of Distributed Apps (Dapps), Smart Contracts and networks.
Integration with existing systems such as KYC, AML and 3rd party systems.
Advisory consulting services for integrations

Design &
Development

Business process changes support
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About SLK
At SLK Software, we recognize the speed at which the world is transforming, the
impact it creates and the opportunity it offers our customers. We are at the forefront
of guiding and partnering with our customers through their transformation in order
to maximize its value. We believe in the power of simplification and automation as a
means to offer a whole new experience.

Our Consulting Team
SLK believes in ensuring continuous growth of customers by inspiring and empowering
them to be the best in delivering solutions to meet global IT challenges. To further this
mission, SLK is equipped with high quality BFSI Consulting Group supported by an
experienced Business and IT research team.
The team leverages industry experts, expert articles, analyst firms like Gartner, Forrester,
IDC, Celent, Aite among others to bring you industry insights, trends, best practices
and also proposes strategies for innovation and transformation.
This research focuses on Blockchain and its adoption in Banking & financial services
industry, and what are the challenges in mainstream adoptions

Helping you to keep pace with disruptive technologies
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Disclaimer

SLK America Inc.

SLK Software disclaims, to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, any

Cincinnati, OH 45202 USA

and all liability for the accuracy and completeness of the information and its
applicability or fitness for a specific purpose or the ability of the user to rely

525 Vine St. Suite 2300,

Singapore | Netherlands | India | UK | Germany | France

upon it as professional advice.
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